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ABSTRACT
Making the right decisions when some of the state variables are
hidden, involves reasoning about all the possible states of the en-
vironment. An agent receiving only partial observations needs to
infer the true values of these hidden variables based on the his-
tory of experiences. Recent deep reinforcement learning methods
use recurrent models to keep track of past information. However,
these models are sometimes expensive to train and have conver-
gence difficulties, especially when dealing with high dimensional
input spaces. Taking inspiration from influence-based abstraction,
we show that effective policies can be learned in the presence of
uncertainty by only memorizing a small subset of input variables.
We also incorporate a mechanism in our network that learns to
automatically choose the important pieces of information that need
to be remembered. The results indicate that, by forcing the agent’s
internal memory to focus on the selected regions while treating the
rest of the observable variables as Markovian, we can outperform
ordinary recurrent architectures in situations where the amount
of information that the agent needs to retain represents a small
fraction of the entire observation input. The method also reduces
training time and obtains better scores than methods that stack
multiple observations to remove partial observability in domains
where long-term memory is required.

1 INTRODUCTION
It is not always guaranteed that an agent will have access to a full
description of the environment to solve a particular task. In fact,
most real-world problems are by nature partially observable. This
means that some of the variables that define the state space are hid-
den. This type of problems can be modeled as partially observable
Markov decision processes (POMDP) [10]. The model is an extension
of the MDP framework [18], which assumes that states are only
partially observable, and thus the Markov property is no longer
satisfied. That is, future states do not solely depend on the most
recent observation. Most POMDP methods try to extract informa-
tion from the history of actions and observations to disambiguate
the state in the underlying MDP. We argue however, that in many
cases, memorizing all the observed variables is costly and requires
unnecessary effort. Assume for example that we want to control the
traffic lights of a single intersection in a large city using only local
information. Depending on the structure of the traffic network,
some of the hidden variables (e.g. number of cars in other parts
of the city) can have a strong impact on the agent’s performance.
Therefore, to be able to infer the influence of such variables on

the intersection, the agent would benefit from memorizing the se-
quence of observations. However, not all the observed variables
are equally important for estimating the traffic density outside the
local region. In this case, it should be sufficient to remember how
many cars left the intersection and when.

In this paper, we investigate whether we can learn policies that
can control agents in the presence of uncertainty, by memorizing
only a fraction of the input variables. Previous work on influence-
based abstraction (IBA) [16] demonstrates that the non-Markovian
dependencies in the transiton and reward functions can be fully
monitored by keeping track of a subset of variables in the history of
actions and observations. Here we show how to adapt this approach
to high dimensional reinforcement learning (RL) problems where
no explicit model of the world is available. In particular, we use the
insights from IBA to propose a different way of organizing the re-
current neural network (RNN) used for policy and value estimation:
we restrict the input of the recurrent cells to those regions that we
believe contain sufficient information to estimate the influence of
the hidden variables; thus imposing an inductive bias on the func-
tion. We also introduce a mechanism in our model that learns to
direct the aim of the RNN towards the most relevant elements of the
input, and thus allows the method to be used in general POMDP en-
vironments. We test our method on a simple traffic control task and
four different Atari video games [1], obtaining equal performance
to networks that try to overcome the partial observability issues by
feeding a sliding window of multiple past frames, in environments
where short-term memory is sufficient, and better performance in
domains where the agent needs to remember events that are distant
in the past. Our experiments show that, in such cases, stacking a
history of frames is no longer practical and can soon deteriorate
the algorithm’s efficiency. Additionally, the results indicate that, by
constraining the input to the agent’s internal memory and forcing
it to focus on the selected regions, we can speed up the learning pro-
cess and find better policies than those obtained using full recurrent
models.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we present a simple
traffic example that we use to clarify some of the ideas that are
discussed throughout the paper. The concepts of POMDP and IBA,
which are the basis of our work, are outlined in Section 3. Section
4 formalizes the link between IBA and deep RL, and describes the
Influence Network structure. Finally, we discuss the results of the
experiments (Section 5) and summarize our conclusions (Section
7).
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Figure 1: Traffic network.

2 EXAMPLE SCENARIO
Figure 1 shows a small traffic network with three intersections. The
task consists of optimizing the flow of vehicles at intersection A.
The agent can only observe the local region delimited by the red
circle. Variables denoted by x correspond to state features that are
local to the agent, while y is assigned to those that are external
and therefore not part of the agent’s input space. These variables
determine the traffic density at each road segment. The intuition
is that a memoryless agent controlling the traffic lights in A could
make instantaneous decisions based on the cars that are inside the
red circle at the current timestep. Yet, if this same agent could also
memorize the number of cars that had left the intersection in the
direction of B or C, it could use this extra information to estimate
a possible increase in the incoming traffic at the local region. For
instance, if the traffic density at the road segment that connects A
and B increases, the lights at B could switch to green and let the
vehicles coming from A continue straight and leave the intersection.
This would, in turn, reduce the amount of traffic going from B to C,
which could make C send more vehicles towards A.

3 BACKGROUND
The model presented in Section 4 builds on the POMDP frame-
work and the concept of influence-based abstraction. For the sake
of completeness, we briefly introduce each of them here and refer
interested readers to [10, 16].

3.1 Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process

Definition 3.1 (POMDP). A POMDP is a tuple ⟨S,A,T ,R,Ω,O⟩
where S is the state space, A is the set of actions, T is the transition
probability function, withT (st ,a, st+1) = Pr (st+1 |a, st ). That is, the
probability of st+1 being the next state given that the action a is
taken in state st . R(st ,a) defines the reward for taking action a in
state st , Ω is the observation space,O is the observation probability
function, O(a, st+1,ot+1) = Pr (ot+1 |a, st+1), the probability of re-
ceiving observation ot+1 after taking the joint action a and ending
up in state st+1.

In the POMDP setting, the task consists in finding the policy π
that maximizes the expected discounted sum of rewards [22]. Since

the agent receives only a partial observation of the true state s , a
policy that is based only on the most recent information can be sub-
optimal. In general, the agent is required to keep track of their past
experiences to make the right action choices. Policies are therefore
mappings from the history of past actions and observations h to
actions.

A convenient way of representing the states in a POMDP is by
using a set of state variables, often called factors:

Definition 3.2 (factored POMDP). A factored POMDP [5] is a
POMDP whose observation space O is the product of some state
variables, or factors. That is, an observation o = ⟨x1, ...,xk ⟩ is
specified by some number k of factors Xi which take values xi .

In the traffic scenario in Figure 1, a state is fully specified by
a set of variables that measure the traffic density at each of the
road segments. We use x for factors that belong to an agent’s local
observation space andy to denote hidden state variables. In the next
section, we show that with this representation, we can more closely
study how transition, observation, and reward functions affect our
system by focusing on how different factors are influenced by each
other.

3.2 Influence-based Abstraction
Conceptually the idea of influence-based abstraction (IBA) is: (1)
choose a subset of observable variables that can fully describe the
effect of the agent’s actions on the hidden state variables, (2) build a
model that can predict the influence of the hidden variables on the
transition and reward functions based on the history of the selected
observable variables, and finally, (3) use this influence predictor
together with the current observation input to find the optimal
policy. We illustrate this concept using the traffic example in Figure
1. The dynamics of the problem can be represented with a dynamic
Bayesian network (DBN) [17]. The agent’s local observation con-
sists of the nodes labeled with x in the DBN depicted in Figure 2
where we unrolled three timesteps. According to the diagram, x2
depends on the value of x1 and x2 at the previous timestep. The
network also shows how the local state is affected by the external
variables y that are outside of the agents observable region. The
actions taken by the intersections A and C are denoted by aA and
aC respectively. For simplicity, some of the external state variables
as well as the actions taken at intersection B are omitted from the
DBN.

By inspecting both Figure 1 and the Bayesian network in Figure
2 we see that ac influences x3 at the following timestep via y. That
is, the actions taken at intersection C will affect the traffic density
at the road segment y which in turn will affect x3. In particular, we
say that y is an influence source for x3, the influence destination.

To find the optimal policy, we need to be able to estimate future
states of our global system. If we want to predict the probability
over the possible values of x1 at the next timestep it is enough to
know its current value and the action taken. However, estimating
future values of x3 is muchmore complicated, because it depends on
external variables. Hence, x3 does not follow the Markov property,
since it does not only depend on the present local observation. Yet,
if we consider the policies of the agents at intersections B and C to
be fixed, we can treat them as part of the environment dynamics,
calculate the probability distribution of y, Pr (y |h), based on our
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Figure 2: Simplified representation of the traffic example as a DBN unrolled over time. We use x for factors that belong to the
agent’s local observation and y to denote external state variables. The arrows illustrate the dependencies between the factors.
For simplicity, some of the external state variables as well as the actions taken at intersection B are omitted from the Bayesian
network.

local historyh, and use it to predict x3. Moreover, we can exploit the
spatial properties of our traffic network and ignore certain nodes
that are conditionally independent from y. The d-separating set
(d-set) d defines the smallest subset of variables in our local history
that we need to condition on to estimate the effect of the influence
sources. In other words, the d-set is the group of variables that
d-separates [2, Ch. 8] the influence sources from the rest of the
local region. Adding any other local variables to the d-set would
not bring any extra evidence, Pr(yt |ht ) = Pr (yt |⟨dt ,ot ⟩). The blue
circles in the Bayesian network correspond to the nodes that form
the d-set in the traffic example.

4 INFLUENCE-AWARE MEMORY
In a POMDP the value function can be expressed in terms of the
history of actions and observations ht = ⟨o0,a0...,at−1,ot ⟩ as

Q(ht ,at ) = R(ht ,at ) +
∑
ot+1

Pr(ot+1 |ht ,at )max
at+1

Q(ht+1,at+1), (1)

where R(ht ,at ) is the expected immediate reward at time t over
the set of possible states st given a particular history ht ,

R(ht ,at ) =
∑
st

Pr(st |ht )R(st ,at ). (2)

The upshot of IBA is that one can replace the dependence on the
full history of actions and observations ht by a dependence on the
d-set dt and the most recent observation ot ,

Q(⟨dt ,ot ⟩,at ) = R(⟨dt ,ot ⟩,at )+∑
ot+1

Pr(ot+1 |⟨dt ,ot ⟩,at )max
at+1

Q(⟨dt+1 = ⟨dt ,D(ot )⟩,ot+1⟩,at+1),

(3)

where D(·) is the d-set selection operator, which chooses the
variables in ot that are added to dt+1. According to the theory of
IBA, if dt contains enough information to predict the distribution
over future states and rewards, then we can write

Q(ht ,at ) = Q(⟨dt ,ot ⟩,at ), (4)

which means that we can build simplified models without any loss
in value.

In this paper, we investigate if it is possible to adapt this per-
spective to function approximation and exploit it in the context
of deep RL to tackle complex problems where a model of the en-
vironment is not available. One of the advantages of using neural
networks as function approximators is that we can directly work
on high dimensional sensory data without having to extract more
descriptive features. For instance, rather than using state variables
in our traffic scenario, we can use images centered around intersec-
tion A to capture the traffic density. As previously discussed, when
receiving only partial information about the state space from the
environment, some of the observed variables are no longer Mar-
kovian. This makes the usual deep RL methods inappropriate. An
agent could still control the system by only using our most recent
observation, but this might lead to sub-optimal decisions due to
missing information on the hidden variables. Hence, it is essential
that we treat the problem as a POMDP, and collect the information
contained in the history of the past actions and observations. A
naive approach to do so would be to store a finite window of past
experiences and feed these to the network. However, we could soon
run into computational issues if the observation space is too big
or the history dependence is too long. An alternative would be
training an RNN to maintain and update a context of what has
occurred up to the current timestep [8, 26]. Unfortunately, this is
particularly expensive for high-dimensional input spaces and even
more so when the information needs to be retained for a long period
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Figure 3: InfluenceNet architecture (left). Automatic d-patch selection (right)

of time. Ideally, we would like our model to focus on remembering
only the essential pieces.

The assumption is that, in most complex problems, we can cap-
ture the non-Markovian dependencies by conditioning on the his-
tory of a small subset of local variables as long as that subset d-
separates the influence sources from the rest of observable variables.
However, since a DBN model characterizing the transition dynam-
ics is not given, we can only rely on the reward signal to estimate
the effect of the influence sources. This also means that explicitly
identifying an exact d-set is not possible. Instead, we make use of
the spatial structure of the system to introduce an inductive bias
in the model of our policy. That is, we define ‘d-patches’, small
regions in the input space which contain sufficient information to
decouple the rest of the observable variables from the hidden ones,
and feed these into recurrent layers. We use D̂(·) to refer to the
d-patch selection operator1, such that the history of d-patches is
given by d̂t+1 = ⟨d̂t , D̂(ot+1)⟩. However, in practice, we process
them with an RNN, and thus, at the risk of abusing the notation,
we have:

d̂t+1 = Frnn(d̂t , D̂(ot )) (5)
Then, assuming that the important information in the d-set d

can be approximately recovered from d̂ , from equation 3 we can
write

Q(⟨dt ,ot ⟩,at ) ≈ Q(⟨d̂t ,ot ⟩,at ). (6)
This means that we can safely ignore some variables in the his-

tory and still be able to estimate future state values and transitions.
As such, we effectively distinguish two types of observable vari-
ables: those that we need to remember and those that we can treat
as Markovian. Going back to the traffic example, we could assume
the dynamics inside the intersection to be Markovian and process
them with a fully connected feedforward neural network (FNN).
However, to be able to account for the aforementioned incoming
influences, it is important to place d-patches at the two road seg-
ments that connect A with B and C so that the RNN can maintain
an internal memory of what happens there.

4.1 Influence Network
The Influence Network (InfluenceNet) architecture is depicted in
Figure 3. The input image is first processed by a convolutional

1Here the d-patch selection operator D̂(·) is a heuristic function that exploits our
knowledge about the structure of the environment to choose the d-patches.

neural network (CNN), which finds a compact representation of
the local observations. The whole encoded image is fed into an
FNN while the RNN2 receives only small preselected regions, the
d-patches, combines them with its previous internal state and out-
puts the influence prediction3. Finally, the output of the FNN is
concatenated with the influence prediction and passed through two
separate linear layers which compute values and action probabili-
ties.

As shown in the diagram, both RNN and FNN share the same
CNN. Hence, instead of making the split between Markovian and
non-Markovian variables on the input image and training two sep-
arate networks, we extract the d-patches after the image has been
processed by the CNN, which significantly reduces the total number
of parameters in our network. This algorithmic choice allows us to
make better use of the information, since the convolutional filters
that are connected to the RNN are trained on a full image rather
than on a small patch. This is only possible because the output
of the CNN maintains the same spatial configuration as the input
image.

4.2 Automatic d-patch selection
Pinpointing the regions that need to be fed into the RNN requires
some amount of prior domain knowledge. Besides, the d-patches
might differ from one state to another in some situations. To over-
come these potential limitations, we introduce a mechanism that
rather than manually choosing the d-patches tries to learn the d-set
selection operator D(ot ) from experience. This allows the network
to automatically select the most relevant regions at each particular
state and enables the use of InfluenceNet in more general POMDP
domains where future rewards and transitions only depend on a
small subset of variables in the agent’s history.

The method is based on the attention mechanism [23, 29] and
can be summarized as follows: first, the image is processed by a
CNN which producesm ×m vectors Fcnn(o) = v of size N, where N
is the number of filters in the last layer andm×m the dimensions of
the 2D output array of each filter. Each of these vectors corresponds
to a particular region in the input image. The d-patch is conformed

2In our implementation we use an LSTM network. However, the model is not restricted
to this particular architecture
3The network is not being optimized to predict future states. However, we call this a
prediction to be consistent with the IBA literature.
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by taking a weighted average of these vectors4,

D̂αt (vt ) =
m×m∑
i=0

α itv
i
t , (7)

where α it is computed using a two-layer fully connected FNN that
takes as input the i-th vector vit and the previous internal memory
h̄t−1, followed by a softmax operator that calculates the weight for
each of the regions; thus,

∑m×m
i=0 α i = 1 (see Figure 3).

From equation 7 we see that D̂αt (vt ) is essentially compressing
the information in the current observation into a single vector.
Intuitively, if we impose a constraint on the size of the RNN’s
input and optimize the network via backpropagation through time,
the algorithm should learn to put more weight on those regions
of the memory input that influence the agent’s future transitions
and rewards the most. In turn, the RNN will generate an internal
memory d̂ from the sequence of d-patches. If themodel can correctly
estimate state values using the information in d̂ , then, per definition,
d̂ must approximately be a d-separating set; otherwise, if d̂ did not
contain the d-separating variables, the model would fail to estimate
the effect of the influence sources, meaning that it could not predict
future transitions nor future values.

5 EXPERIMENTS
The InfluenceNet5 model was tested on a simple traffic control task
and five atari video games against three other different network
configurations: a model with no internal memory (FNN), a full
recurrent model with no d-patch selection (LSTM) and a model
that also implements an FNN and an RNN in parallel (FNN+LSTM).
Note that the FNN+LSTM baseline is nothing but a higher capacity
generalization of InfluenceNet, where there are no constraints on
the size of the RNN’s input. The goal of these experiments was to
evaluate whether our approach improves over full recurrent models,
see if it represents a better choice for handling partial observability
than using a fixed-sized window of past frames and compare it to
a similar architecture that does not exploit d-separation. Finally,
we also analyzed whether the d-patch selection mechanism can
capture the regions containing the d-separating variables and if
this information can be used to estimate the future influence of the
hidden state variables.

5.1 Traffic Control
In this environment, the agent must optimize the traffic flow at
the intersection in Figure 4. The observation space is restricted to
the non-shaded area shown in the image. The agent can take two
different actions: either switching the traffic light on the top to
green, which automatically turns the other to red, or vice versa.
There is a 6 seconds delay between the moment an action is taken
and the time the lights actually switch. During this period the green
light turns yellow, and no cars are allowed to cross the road. In
every episode, a total of 6 cars start either at the top right or bottom
left corner. The episode ends when all 6 cars have completed 4

4The output of the d-patch selection operator D̂αt (ot ) in equation 7 corresponds to
what is referred in the literature as context vector zt
5Although the network architecture also suits any value based or policy gradient
method, in our experiments we combine it with Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
[19].

loops. The immediate reward consists of a penalty of −1 for each
car that is not moving.

Figure 4: Traffic control task: The observable region corre-
sponds to the non-shaded box centered at the intersection.
The hand-specified d-patches are placed at the edges of the
left and bottom road segments.

Table 1: Empirical analysis of model architecture runtime
performance: Average wall-clock time and standard devia-
tion of evaluating (forward pass) and updating (backward
pass) the three models on traffic control and Atari. Unroll in
the recurrent models indicates the length of the sequence of
experiences that is used to update the model. One update in-
volves processing an entire mini-batch of experiences. The
test was run on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 v2.

Traffic Atari
Evaluation (ms) Update (ms) Evaluation (ms) Update (ms)

FNN 32 frames 2.28 ± 0.31 369.75 ± 7.12 4 frames 3.16 ± 0.53 159.13 ± 7.21
8 frames 3.82 ± 0.53 215.95 ± 7.54

LSTM Unroll 32 3.35 ± 0.89 372.28 ± 18.63 Unroll 4 5.40 ± 1.21 245.75 ± 25.04
Unroll 8 5.41 ± 1.13 285.19 ± 24.60

FNN+LSTM Unroll 32 2.54 ± 0.97 265.49 ± 26.46 Unroll 4 4.21 ± 1.43 188.27 ± 30.86
Unroll 8 4.20 ± 1.39 221.34 ± 29.99

InfluenceNet Unroll 32 (man.) 1.54 ± 1.04 170.91 ± 24.41 Unroll 4 3.49 ± 1.86 147.91 ± 29.14
Unroll 32 (aut.) 1.71 ± 0.84 182.34 ± 28.29 Unroll 8 3.47 ± 1.84 163.30 ± 28.19

We built the environment using SUMO (Simulator of Urban Mo-
bility) [13]. The traffic network was designed so that the agent’s
local observations are clearly non-Markovian. Cars leaving the ob-
servable region from the right-hand side will appear again after
some time at the top part. Besides, the size of the observable region
and the time delay between actions and traffic lights response were
chosen so that an agent that merely reacts to cars entering the local
region will be too late and cars will need to stop for a few seconds
before continuing. This enforces the recurrent models to remember
the location and the time at which cars left the intersection and
limits the performance of agents with no memory. Agents need
to anticipate cars appearing in the incoming lanes and switch the
lights in time for the cars to continue without stopping 6. Knowing
6Videos showing the results of the traffic control experiment can be found at https:
//www.dropbox.com/sh/d90ukiusix9ciyv/AAC4R3pE17p3qGetTvrSKs14a?dl=0
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(a) Traffic Control (b) Breakout (c) Flickering Breakout

Figure 5: Learning curves: Average score per episode as a function of training time. Shaded areas indicate the standard deviation
of the mean.

Table 2: Average score per episode and standard deviation over the last 200K timesteps after 50 hours of training (6 hours on
the traffic domain). The scores are also averaged over three trials. Bold numbers indicate the best results on each environment.
Multiple results are highlighted bold when the differences are not statistically significant. When updating the model the
recurrent networks are unrolled 4 timesteps (8 timesteps in the flickering games).

Traffic Control Breakout Pong Space Invaders Flickering Pong Flickering Breakout
FNN 4 frames (8 frames) −6.72 ± 0.31 326.54 ± 22.21 20.68 ± 0.07 980.25 ± 72.16 16.03 ± 0.21(17.91 ± 0.13) 26.57 ± 1.51(17.91 ± 0.13)

LSTM 1 frame −3.93 ± 0.20 127.37 ± 26.13 −20.26 ± 0.04 1173.27 ± 26.28 −20.25 ± 0.03 21.32 ± 0.45
FNN+LSTM 1 frame −5.51 ± 0.23 295.73 ± 31.40 20.73 ± 0.08 1340.74 ± 46.82 19.72 ± 0.27 26.17 ± 0.82

InfluenceNet 1 frame aut. (man.) −3.19 ± 0.08(−3.30 ± 0.02) 338.42 ± 21.96 20.74 ± 0.04 868.76 ± 37.17 20.07 ± 0.11 83.10 ± 5.29

this, in the manual version of InfluenceNet, we place the d-patches
at the end of the outgoing road segments and treat the rest of the
hidden features in the local observation as Markovian (see grey
boxes in Figure 4).

The results depicted in Figure 4 show that both the manual and
automatic versions of the InfluenceNet model outperform a FNN
model that receives a fixed memory of 32 frames. This implies that
memorizing the information contained in the selected d-patches
is sufficient to estimate the effect of the hidden state variables on
future transitions and rewards. Moreover, while providing the last
32 frames makes the environment fully observable (cars take a
maximum of 32 steps to complete the bigger loop) the network
is still unable to learn the optimal behavior. On the other hand,
although the ordinary recurrent network can also reach the same
level of performance it takes longer to converge due to its larger size.
Apart from the score improvements, and as a result of shrinking the
recurrent module by feeding only the selected d-patches, the total
execution time is considerably reduced. Table 1 shows a runtime
performance comparison of the three model architectures. Finally,
the scores reported in Table 2 reveal that the inductive bias that
InfluenceNet imposes by selecting the d-patches facilitates the job
of the RNN component, which needs to deal with a much lower
dimensional input than the RNN in the FNN+LSTM baseline.

5.2 Atari
We also ran the InfluenceNet model on five different Atari video
games: Pong, Breakout, Space Invaders, Flickering Pong and Flick-
ering Breakout. The last two are variants of the games of Pong and
Breakout introduced by Hausknecht and Stone [8], where the obser-
vations are replaced by black frames with probability p = 0.5. This
adds uncertainty to the environment and makes it more difficult
for the agent to keep track of the ball.

Most of the games contain moving sprites whose speed and
direction cannot be measured using only the most recent frame
and thus constitute two hidden variables. Even though the spatial
structure is less clear than in the traffic problem, these hidden
variables can still be seen as influence sources that need to be
estimated because they affect the reward and transition functions.
In Breakout, for example, we can predict where the ball will be in the
following frames based on its position in previous observations. To
do so, it is not necessary to memorize the whole set of pixels in the
game screen but only the ones that are around the ball. Intuitively,
the history of these pixels corresponds to the d-separating set since
together with the most recent frame they are all we need to predict
future observations.

Agents trained using InfluenceNet on Atari are able to outper-
form the full recurrent models (LSTM and FNN+LSTM) on four out
of five games7 (see Figure 5 and Table 2). By feeding the RNN the
vector computed by the d-patch selection operator D̂αt (vt ), which
contains only the most critical information, we reduce the number
of parameters in the RNN and ease the task of the recurrent cells.
The FNN+LSTM baseline, however, does significantly better on the
game of Space Invaders. We hypothesize that the fact that the game
displays many moving objects that are also scattered around the
game screen poses a problem for the d-patch selection mechanism
which cannot choose among all the possible regions and is only
able to average over many of them, which leads to lossy compres-
sion. This is supported by Figure 6. The FNN+LSTM baseline can
be seen as a generalization of InfluenceNet that does not exploit

7The results for Pong and Flickering Pong with the LSTM baseline might differ from
the ones reported in other papers. This has to do with the limited size of the sequence
length parameter that is chosen for all our experiments to ensure that we make a fair
comparison. Better results can be obtained using longer sequences at the expense of
much longer training times
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Figure 6: Examples of the regions chosen by the d-patch selection mechanism on Traffic (top left), Breakout (top right), Pong
(bottom left) and Space Invaders (bottom right)

d-separation but has higher capacity, which is most likely the rea-
son for the better scores that the model obtains in this particular
game. On the other hand, the model achieves similar scores to the
ordinary FNN architecture on the three standard Atari games and
better scores on the flickering games. This is consistent with the
results obtained on the traffic control task and brings more evidence
to confirm that stacking a history of frames is not a viable option in
general POMDP domains. Table 1 shows the runtime performance
comparison on the Atari games. Again, we see a performance im-
provement with respect to the full RNN architectures (LSTM and
FNN+LSTM) and when compared to the FNN model that receives
the last 8 frames as input used on the flickering games8.

5.3 Automatic d-patch selection maps
To assess whether the d-patch selection mechanism can capture the
regions in the observation space that have a higher influence on
the hidden variables, we created d-patch selection maps. We placed
a grey-scale heatmap on top of the game screen to highlight the
regions that are given more weight at each timestep.

Figure 6 shows the weights that the automatic d-patch selection
mechanism gives to the different regions in the game screen based
on the agent’s internal memory and the current observation. The
images indicate that the method is able to find the right d-patches
that need to be memorized. The network learns to focus on cars
entering or leaving the intersection in the traffic control task (top
left), and track the bouncing ball in Breakout and Pong (top right
and bottom left). In the case of Space Invaders (bottom right) how-
ever, the agent is unable to select a particular region among all
the possible options and, as reflected in Table 1, compressing the
information into a single vector leads to poor performance.

5.4 Decoding the agent’s internal memory
We also evaluated if the information stored in the agent’s internal
memory after selecting the d-patches and discarding the rest of the
8The learning curves for the rest of the games can be found at https://www.dropbox.
com/sh/d90ukiusix9ciyv/AAC4R3pE17p3qGetTvrSKs14a?dl=0

observable variables was sufficient to estimate the influence of the
hidden state variables. To that end, we trained a decoder neural
network on predicting the full state of the traffic network given the
encoded observation and the internal memory, using a dataset of
images and hidden activations collected after training the policy.
The images on the left in Figure 7 show the full game screen, from

Figure 7: True state (left) and state predicted by the memory
decoder (right).

which the agent only receives the region delimited by the red box.
The images on the right show the prediction made by the decoder.
Note that although everything outside the red box is invisible to the
agent, the decoder is able to make a fair reconstruction of the entire
game screen based on the history of previous d-patches stored in
the agent’s internal memory. This implies that the InfluenceNet
architecture can correctly capture the necessary information and
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remember how many cars left the intersection and when without
being explicitly trained to do so9.

The memory decoder consists of a two-layer fully connected
FNN which takes as input the RNN’s internal memory ht−1 and
the output xt of the FNN (see Figure 3) and outputs a prediction
for each of the pixels in the screen. The network is trained on a
dataset containing screenshots and their corresponding network
activations (ht−1 and xt ), using the pixel-wise cross entropy loss.

6 RELATEDWORK
POMDP methods can be roughly divided into two broad categories.
On the one hand, there are approaches that ignore the lack of the
Markov property [11, 14, 20]. Issues like chattering and divergence,
however, make the applicability of these algorithms unsuitable for
situations in which the observation space contains insufficient in-
formation [4, 7]. On the other hand, we have methods that more
explicitly deal with non-Markovianity: policy search [10, 15], learn-
ing POMDP-like models [3, 6], predictive state representations
[27, 28], EM-based methods [12, 25], AIXI [9, 24], recurrent poli-
cies with internal state. [8, 26]. However failure to converge or
converging to poor quality local optima are typical issues of all
these methods in practice. The InfluenceNet model lies in between
these two methodologies in the sense that only those features of
the observation input that are needed a priori for predicting future
states are fed back into the network to update the internal memory
while the rest are simply processed by an FNN. The attention mech-
anism has successfully been used in the fields of computer vision
[29] and natural language processing [23]. The method was also
applied to deep RL [21] in a similar fashion to the automatic d-patch
selection mechanism that we propose. However, while they show
that the network is able to select the most important area in the
game screen, it also discards relevant information. This is probably
the main reason for the poor performance obtained by their method
on some of the Atari games. In the case of Breakout, for example,
knowing the layout of the bricks, and specially the position of the
paddle that the agent controls, is essential to estimate action values.
We mitigate these issues by not only feeding the RNN with the
selected regions but also processing the full encoded image with a
FNN.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated if ideas from influence-based abstrac-
tion can be adapted to complex RL problems, where no model of the
environment is available. We tried to estimate the influence that
hidden state variables exert in the agent’s transitions and rewards
by remembering a small fraction of the information available and
while only receiving feedback from the reward signal.

Our results indicate that, by feeding into the recurrent cells only
the d-patches, we are able to simplify the neural network architec-
ture, considerably reducing training times. Moreover, the inductive
bias imposed in the InfluenceNet model seems to facilitate the learn-
ing process and offers a better alternative than ordinary recurrent
architectures in situations where the amount of information that
the agent needs to retain represents a small fraction of the entire

9A video of this experiment can be found at https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
d90ukiusix9ciyv/AAC4R3pE17p3qGetTvrSKs14a?dl=0

observation input. Unlike other recurrent methods, we show that,
by restricting the memory input to the relevant areas of the observ-
able region, we can obtain on par results with models that try to
ensure Markovianity by feeding a sliding window of past frames.
The experiments reveal that, while the InfuenceNet model can hold
long-term memories, stacking multiple frames rapidly becomes
impractical as the need for memorizing events in the distant past
increases. Finally, the improved performance of InfluenceNet when
compared to the baselines and the experiments conducted in Sec-
tions 5.3 and 5.4 are sufficient to confirm the hypothesis stated in
Section 4.2: if the model can correctly estimate future state values
we can be certain that it is selecting the right observable variables,
and that these approximately form a d-separating set.
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A HYPERPARAMETERS
The hyperparameters used in the two domains are provided in
tables 3 and 4. We used the same hyperparameter configuration
reported by [19] as a starting point for all our different models, and
hand-tuned those parameters that were added in the InfluenceNet
architecture. These are the sequence length, which determines for
how many steps the RNN is unrolled when computing policy and
value losses, and the size and position of the d-patches. If the se-
quence length is too short, we might lose valuable information
about the past history, while longer sequences increase the compu-
tational cost. In our traffic example, for instance, we tested different
values around the number of timesteps it takes for a car to complete
the loop since our expectation was that this should be enough to
capture all the history-dependent dynamics. In Atari, we used a
sequence length of 4 timesteps for the original Atari video games
and 8 frames for Flickering Pong so as to provide the agent with
the same amount of information as the FNN model. On the other
hand, we would like our d-patch to be as small as possible while still
allowing the network to estimate the effect of the influence sources.
Additionally, Table 4 includes the automatic d-patch selection net-
work configuration. Given our computational constraints, we were
only able to run each configuration once. While additional runs
would be needed to be more conclusive about what the best config-
uration is, we still expect to have found reasonable hyperparameter
settings.
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Table 3: Observation boxes and hyperparameters used for
the traffic control scenario.

Traffic control
Observation full local d-patch 1 d-patch 2
box_height 112 56 1 1
box_width 112 56 1 1
box_topleft_corner [0,0] [65,9] [4,2] [2,4]
frame_height - 84 - -
frame_width - 84 - -
Algorithm FNN LSTM InfluenceNet
num_frames 32 1 1
beta 1e-2 1e-2 1e-2
epsilon 0.2 0.2 0.2
time_horizon 128 128 128
CNN layer 1 layer 2 layer 1 layer 2 layer 1 layer 2
input local - local - local -
filters 16 32 16 32 16 32
kernel_size 4 2 4 2 4 2
strides 2 1 2 1 2 1
FNN layer 1 None layer 1
units 256 - 128
RNN None layer 1 layer 1
input - local man. and aut. d-patches
rec_units - 256 128
seq_length - 32 32

Table 4: Hyperparameters used for Atari.

Atari
Algorithm FNN LSTM InfluenceNet
num_frames 4 (8 Flickering Pong) 1 1
beta 1e-2 1e-2 1e-2
epsilon 0.2 0.2 0.2
time_horizon 128 128 128
CNN layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 layer 1 layer 2 layer 3
input 4 frames - - 1 frame - - 1 frame - -
filters 32 64 64 32 64 64 32 64 64
kernel_size 8 4 3 8 4 3 8 4 3
strides 4 2 1 4 2 1 4 2 1
FNN layer 1 None layer 1
units 512 - 256
Aut. d-patch None None layer 1 layer 2
units - - 256 1
RNN None layer 1 layer 1
input - full encoded image d-patch (automatic selection)
rec_units - 512 256
seq_length - 4 (8 Flickering Pong) 4 (8 Flickering Pong)
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